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Read. Complete the sentences with the correct word in brackets.

 1.    most likely got its name from the town of Nimes in France, 

where a type of cloth was made. (Fabric, Denim)

 2. What    will you wear to make your dress look more special? 

(tights, accessories) 

 3. People    different parts of their bodies, not just their ears. 

(pierce, decorate)

 4. Cotton, nylon and wool are all types of  . (denim, fabric)

 5.   all over the world wear a special   

when they get married. (Brides, Tattoos) (uniform, outfit)

Read. Draw a line to connect each body decoration tradition in the left column with the best 
group of people in the right column.

1. paint hands and feet with henna  a.  Indian people

2. wear jade bracelets for protection  b.  Maori men

3. buy jewellery for security  c.  Ndebele women

4. cover faces with tattoos  d.  Indian brides

5. wear metal necklaces, bracelets and rings  e.  Chinese people

Look at the words. When you know the meaning of one form of a word, you can increase 
your vocabulary by recognising related forms. How many of the words related to formal have 
you seen before? Use two of the words in a sentence.

Noun Verb Adjective Adverb

form to form formal formally

formality to formalise

format to format

formation
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Read. Choose the correct word in brackets to complete the sentences.

 1. Andrés Ruzo once    a problem in a hot, windy desert.  

(has, had)

 2. The strong winds    over his tent and  

  it to pieces. (blowed, blew) (tore, tear)

 3. Andrés    the pieces into headdresses to protect his team from 

the hot sun. (made, maded)

 4. Despite the extreme heat, the team    shorts and sandals.  

(don’t wore, didn’t wear)

 5. Instead, they    suits to cover their whole bodies and heavy 

boots for their feet. (brought, bringed) 

 6. Andrés    that the right clothes could save their lives.  

(knowed, knew)

Rewrite each sentence. Change the verbs to the past simple.

 1. The plague is a terrible sickness that makes many people ill.

  

 2. Doctors try to help the people who get ill.

  

 3. They have protective suits so they don’t get ill themselves.

  

 4. They wear bird masks and put sweet-smelling plants in the beaks. 
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Complete the sentences with words from the box.

 1. A    made of jade can be an expensive accessory. 

 2. Some    designers are so talented that they’ve become 

celebrities. 

 3. If you    your hands with henna, how long does it last?

 4. In some cultures, having lots of jewellery is a sign of  .

 5. I think I’ll    as a cowboy for the school costume party. 

 6. If you take off your   , your    will be 

casual instead of formal. 

Rewrite each sentence. Change all the verbs to the past simple.

 1. Playing football in wool uniforms is uncomfortable.

  

 2. Football uniforms change over time.

  

 3. Do you wear your own clothes when you play football?

  

 4. How do you know the players on your team?

  

 5. Each team likes a different coloured shirt.

  

 6. My team always prefers green shirts.
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suit  wealth  dress up  replace  paint  fashion  tie  necklace


